Hillside Middle School

775 N. Center
Northville, Michigan  48167

Northville Public Schools
Making memories...
Student Council Officers


Student Council

G.R.A.S.P. (Growing Academically and Socially with Peers)


PTSA Reflection Winners

Spelling Bee Winners

The Hillside Spelling Bee champ is Ravi Ramasani. Runner up is Annelie Hermann.

From left to right: Arjun Kaushal, Helen Garby, Sierra Holmes, Sandya Janardhan, Samantha Kargilis, and Coach Gulkewicz. Not pictured: Shannon Rounsider.


Raiders Review Newspaper Staff

In alphabetical order: Chris Boerma, Ben Harthan, Sandhya Janardhan, Ed Katynski, Emily Katynski, Brittany Loomis, Daniyal Rahman, Hailey Rosenblum, Brandon Sulkey, and Nate Svoboda.
Math Counts

From left to right: Coach Kevin Yuan, Arati Gangadharan, Robert Hong, Priya Kathuria, Ravikumar Ramaswami, Max Fai, Lydia Wang, Assistant Coach Allen Yuan, Sandya Janardhan. Not pictured: Arijun Kaushal.

Science Olympiad

From above are the proud participants of Hillside’s Science Olympiad Team.
Animal Caregivers

We appreciate the help of these students with the care of all the critters in the Hillside Animal R.

American and Me Essay Winners

Seventh Grade

Patrick Brennan  Robert Brewer  Shamus Bruen  Ashley Bryan  Matthew Brynda

Kelly Buchanan  Abbey Buck  Natalie Burford  Mackenzie Cahill  Kimberly Cao

Grace Carmona  Michael Carollo  Elizabeth Cauffiel  Meghana Challa  Robert Cherry

Alexander Chevoor  Kelsey Clay  Christine Clayton  Zachary Colter  Emily Connor

Tristan Conner  Christopher Coon  Madeline Cooper

Lindsey Craig  Shayla Croteau  Alec Cunningham
Seventh Grade
Congratulations!

After 41 years devoted to creating a love of science and learning among his students, Hillside Middle School seventh grade teacher, Mr. Dwight Sieggreen has been named a 2010 National Science Teachers Association Distinguished Service to Science Award recipient!

Thank you!

We appreciate our administrators!
A special thanks to Mr. Cracraft, Principal and Mr. Cottrell, Acting Assistant Principal.
Fall Cheerleaders - Seventh Grade

In alphabetical order: Madeylynn Adams, Shayla Groteau, Emma Geason, Paige Hall, Hanna Harrigan, Hammer Keram, Diamond Pearson, Julia Rosten, Caroline Schuetz.

Fall Cheerleaders - Eighth Grade

In alphabetical order: Abbey Baum, Melissa Crowley, Kara Ernst, Kristen Frogner, Faith Horbach, Isabel Inchaustegui, Allie Macciomei, Hannah Mathe, Carley Olender, Rachel Rosal, Erika Tsuchiya.
Winter Cheerleaders - Seventh Grade


Winter Cheerleaders - Eighth Grade

Alphabetical order: Abbey Baum, Melissa Crowley, Kara Ernst, Kristen Frogner, Madison Galdes, Emily Herring, Faith Horbatch, Isabel Inchaustegui, Kira Mitchell, Carley Olender, Madison Pitt, Rachel Rosal and Erika Tsuehiya.
Football


Cross Country

Volleyball - Seventh Grade


Volleyball - Eighth Grade

Boys Basketball - Seventh Grade


Boys Basketball - Eighth Grade

Girls Basketball - Seventh Grade


Girls Basketball - Eighth Grade


Congratulations to Maddy Loniewski for breaking the school record in the 100 Breaststroke and to Andrew Westphal for breaking records in the 50 Freestyle and the 100 Freestyle. Way to go!
Sixth Grade Band - Hour 2

In alphabetical order: Madeline Chen, Patrick Fleming, Alessandro Gonzalez, Samantha Gordon, Joseph Haddad, Allison Lang, Scarlett Lee, Michael Mindo, Vinicius Renzo, Jacob Snyder, Andrew Soss, Brendan Sullivan, Nicholas Summers, Nicholas Toupin, Ajim Vashi, and Himanshu Zambare.

Sixth Grade Band - Hour 3

Sixth Grade Band - Hour 4


Sixth Grade Band - Hour 5

Seventh Grade Band - Hour 1


Seventh Grade Band - Hour 7

Eighth Grade Band


Jazz Band

Alphabetical order: Sabrina Alafita, Griffin Bergers, Shabina Bajrangi, Gray Brakke, Molly DeDona, Bobby Duane, Jerenilah Duane, Matthew Fuller, Dillon Han, Sanaa Janardhan, Arjun Kaufal, Alex Kluchko, Meg McPherson, Nick Milowski, Jack Miller, Mako Mizug, Christina Mogal, Max Paul, Robert Sahjidak, Phillipp Preuss, Ryan Sahjidak, Matthew Schaffer, Nirek Sharma, Serena Sherry, Christian Starr, Joseph Styers, Brandon Sulkey, Andy Tang, Anna Tometich, Ryan Fish, Nathan Tometich, Erika Tsuchiya, Daniel Wickett, and Gabriel Yamine.
Solo and Ensemble Band

In alphabetical order by grade level: Grade 7 - Paige Baal, Rishi Barad, Abby Buck, Kelci Henson-Forslund, Dillon Gorton, Deborah Johnson, Harry Kaloustian, Tiffany Loh, Jacob Luikart, Lee Moore, Rachel Nastelin, Allison Pasick, Brian Qian, Matt Schafer, Brent Schin, Nirek Sharma, Jacob Sirois, Joseph Styers, Anna Thorson, Danny Wickett. Grade 8 - Adam Crittenden, Rachel Crittenden, Molly Dedona, Sandya Janardhan, Bob Malinas, Max Paul, Ryan Sahijdak, Nicole Smaston, Jennifer Tam, Erika Tsuchiya, Aileen Wang, Caroline Werther, and Wini Zambare.
Solo and Ensemble Choir

Encore Choir

In alphabetical order: Chloe Abbott, Ali Birge, Molly Bis, Emily Boss, David Chang, Tamar Changelian, Matti Corriveau, Hannah Craig, Rachel Curtis, Mikala Dedes, Natalia Demray, Colleen Hadley, Lauryn Johnson, Megan Karian, Amanda Khilkan, Brittany Macaddino, Claire Matthews, Mary Catherine McLaughlin, Eveline Que, Ravi Ramasami, Analeah Shurtleff, Barbara Smith, Chris Starr, Angela Steinberg and Camille Tish.

State Honors Choir

State Honors Choir members are: Sean Cain, Mary Dalrymple, Madison Galdes, Annelie Herrmann, Fel Horbatch and Lauren Syverson. Choir Director: Mrs. Kopistiansky.
Women's Select Choir - Seventh Grade

Alphabetical order: Kamran Ahmed, Andie Apeland, Ashley Bryan, Kelly Buchanan, Mackenzie Cahill, Grace Carmona, Kelsey Clay, Emily Comben,
Kamile Cooper, Reece Dempsey, Heather Donnelly, Natalie Filipowicz, Anna Filliar, Helen Garby, Emma Gessert, Rachel Grimner, Erica Gurkowski,
Shay Hall, Grace Han, Hanna Harriigan, Avery Hayek, Alyssa Hicks, Siona Jusofi, Samantha Kargilis, Laura Khoury, Makenna Mackie, Frances Master,
Justin Mathew, Rachel Mazzara, Sara McCormick, Rachel McVane, Aimee Montambeau, Julia Moore, Rachel Naselkin, Emilija Noturianni, Allison Pasek,
Sarah Pearson, Mina Piachita, Haley Ramsden, Lauren Rodriguez, Jaclyn Sabourn, Caroline Schuetz, Laura Schuetz, Rachel Seyfarth, Courtney Shoup,
Joe Shoup, Rebecca Shoup, Olivia Snyder, Olivia Ulman, Claire Varvatos, Sarah Whitecomb, Natalie Wiest and Kali Zurawski.

Men's Select Choir - Seventh Grade

Alphabetical order: Kamran Ahmed, Kevin Baghaie, Dan Baldwin, A.J. Batshon, Chris Boerema, Ben D'Aprile, Tim DeCoursery, Ryan Dodge, Collin
Liet, Connor Ethich, Eddie Elliott, Jack Ernst, Josh Gertley, Steven Gietzen, Ross Guider, Kyle Johnson, P.J. Kelly, Shô Kikumori, Scott McIntire, Jon
Park, Justin Pelky, Sam Popp, Andrew Schafer, Liam Shannon, Jacob Silberg, Nate Svoboda, Andy Tang, Alex Thomas, Grant Tyburski, Matt
Klezley, Kevin Yu and Joey Yungman.
Women's Select Choir - Eighth Grade


Men's Select Choir - Eighth Grade

In alphabetical order: Ben Amritt-Wall, Nate Benedict, Sean Cain, Chandler Candela, Carter Cerretani, Spencer Compo, Justin Dhanjal, Jimmy Fiscus, Kellan Flayer, Parker Foy, Tom Franchi, Andrew Friedenberg, Julian Gjonaj, Alex Glowacz, Bryce Hall, Jack Johnson, Tyler Kwasny, David Maier, Patrick McCormick, Chris Rinaldi, Andrew Sarokin, Dan Sims, Brian Storm, Taylor Turner, Ben Weber, Zach Wilds, and Max VanAntwerp.
Hillside Honors Choir

GUIDELINES FOR SUCCESS

- Participate appropriately
- Respect others and their property
- No gum, food, or beverages unless permission is given by the teacher
- Be in assigned seats

Alphabetical order: Ben Amrit-Wall, Sean Cain, Spencer Compo, Mary Dalrymple, Madison Galdes, Bryce Hall, Annelie Herrmann, Faith Horbatch, Sam Syverson, and Zach Wilds.